The Hunt team for the Clumber Spaniel Club of America National Specialty, along with the CSCA board would like to advise those clumber handlers who entered that our processing secretary, Hunt Test Secretary, has reversed all charges for those who had entered the tests.

Hunt Test Secretary is refunding your entry fees to the credit card you provided when making your entries.

The CSCA board is covering the $4.00 cost of the service for Hunt Test Secretary as they do have to be paid for their work.

Of the 25 dogs entered Saturday and 23 Sunday these tests saw fourteen clumbers entered across the three levels, the highest entry of clumbers ever for a National Specialty Hunt.

Two of our judges were Clumber owners, Cathy Vinzant and Bob Wickwire.

We thank you for your support and hope to see you in a field somewhere soon!

Special thanks to the Hunt Test Team of Julie Wickwire, Kathy Kelly, Steve Gerbovitz, Jack Rutherford, Lois Hamilton, June Pettitt, Lorin Sutherland and Linda Fraser.

This year’s team represent CSCA membership from South Africa, Canada, and the United States, it is representative of the worldwide interest of those who hunt with their clumbers.